
A Christmas Carol

Characters

KEY CHARACTERS AND SENSORY MOMENTS 

Ebenezer Scrooge Tiny Tim

Jacob Marley Ghost of  
Christmas Past

Bob Cratchit

Ghost of  
Christmas Present

Ghost of  
Christmas Future

Mr. Fezziwig



Sensory Moments

Below is a chronological summary of the key sensory moments in each act and 
scene. Visual, dialogue or sound cues indicating dramatic changes in light, noise or 
movement are in bold.

PRESHOW
• A preshow announcement plays over the loudspeaker.

ACT ONE

STREETS OF LONDON

Scene Description

It’s Christmas Eve and people are out and about 
on the city streets of London. Townspeople sing 
and gather around Ebenezer Scrooge as a child, 
who is holding a water globe. Young Scrooge 
enters, takes the water globe and holds it up 
to the light. The townspeople continue to sing 
and walk around them. Eventually, the older 
Scrooge takes the water globe from Young 
Scrooge.

Sensory Moments

• Townspeople enter singing Christmas carols. 
They dance, run, clap and stomp. 

• A man blows a high-pitched whistle. 

• Carolers enter and exit from multiple 
locations. 

• Single spotlights change to brighter lights. 

• When a townsperson says, “Merry 
Christmas, Mr. Scrooge,” a bell chimes and 
the lights darken. 

• As the carolers exit, the ghost of Jacob 
Marley appears though the window of the 
counting house.

• When Scrooge says, “Jacob Marley? 
Humbug!” music plays and desks appear 
from the trap door. 

COUNTING HOUSE 

Scene Description

The house moves forward to reveal a top-
floor bedroom and bottom-floor office where 
Scrooge and Bob Cratchit are working. 
Scrooge’s nephew, Fred, stops by to invite 
Scrooge to Christmas dinner. 

Sensory Moments

• When Scrooge’s nephew, Fred, enters the 
counting house, he slams the door behind 
him. 

• When Fred notices Bob Cratchit is very 
cold, he walks over to the stove, loads it 
with coal and slams the stove door shut.

• After explaining the importance of 
Christmas to Scrooge, Fred says, “God bless 
it,” with a stomp, and Bob jumps up with 
applause. 

• When Fred exits, carolers appear and sing 
at the door. When Scrooge says, “Bah! 
Humbug!” he slams the door on them. 



• When Bunty enters the counting house, she 
shouts, “What ho there, sir?” When Bumble 
enters after Bunty, he slams the door 
behind him. When Scrooge asks, “The poor 
and the what?” Bunty shouts, “The poor 
and destitute.”

• When Bunty and Bumble exit, an hour bell 
chimes. When Bob exits, he slams the door 
behind him. When Mrs. Dilber exits, she also 
slams the door behind her.

• Scrooge locks the door as the lights dim 
and focus on him. He blows out his candle 
and hears a voice calling his name. When 
Scrooge says, “What was that?” the clock 
lights up and the minute hand spins and 
ticks loudly. The safe suddenly opens and 
Scrooge yells, “What’s going on?” 

MARLEY’S ENTRANCE

Scene Description

The ghost of Scrooge’s former business partner, 
Jacob Marley, appears and warns Scrooge 
that he will end up in chains if he continues his 
miserly ways. Before he vanishes, Marley tells 
Scrooge that he will be visited by three spirits 
over the course of the night.

Sensory Moments

• When the clock stops ticking, loud gusts 
of wind and smoke come up from the floor. 
The ghost of Jacob Marley, wrapped in 
chains, enters from the trap door with haze 
and thunder. His voice echoes and his chains 
rattle. 

• When Marley reaches out and grabs 
Scrooge’s hand, thunder sounds and the 
lights flicker.

• When Marley says, “I have sat beside you, 
invisible, for many and many a day,” there is 
a loud gust of wind. Ominous sounds play in 
the background.

• When Marley exits through the trap door, 
there is a loud gust of wind. 

GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST 

Scene Description

Scrooge prepares for bed and convinces 
himself that Marley’s visit was just a dream. That 
is, until the Ghost of Christmas Past appears 
before Scrooge and begins to show him scenes 
from his past. 

Sensory Moments

• When Scrooge lays down in his bed, the 
clock lights up and the minute hand spins. 
The clock ticks loudly and the hour bell 
chimes. 

• The Ghost of Christmas Past appears above 
the seats in house left, bathed in a bright 
light with glitter falling all around her. The 
clock winds counterclockwise.

• The Ghost of Christmas Past starts and 
stops Scrooge’s memories with a chime. 

• The lights brighten along with the rapid 
pounding of a drum.

• Children enter the stage singing and 
dancing to “I Saw Three Ships.” 

SCROOGE’S OLD SCHOOL

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Past takes Scrooge 
further into his past, arriving at his old school as 
a child and visiting a memory between Young 
Scrooge and his sister. 

Sensory Moments

A school bell rings, and children run onstage. 

When Scrooge’s sister, Fan, enters, she gives 
Young Scrooge a water globe. Fan opens a 
music box, and chimes begin to play as it  
starts to snow.



FEZZIWIG’S WAREHOUSE 

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Past takes Scrooge 
to the warehouse of his former employer, 
Fezziwig. A warehouse background drops  
from the ceiling and we see Scrooge as a young 
man. 

Sensory Moments

• When Fezziwig says, “But most of all, a time 
for dance,” a violin plays along with a drum. 
Loud dancing, clapping and stomping begins. 

• When Mr. Fezziwig says, “I can’t dance 
without my wife!” Mrs. Fezziwig enters 
behind him and shouts out, “Merry 
Christmas!”

• Partygoers run onstage and begin singing 
and dancing.

• When Young Scrooge meets Belle, the 
music plays louder as the partygoers 
continue singing and dancing.

• The lights dim and a spotlight shines on 
Scrooge and the Ghost of Christmas Past as 
they observe the partygoers.

ANOTHER YEAR GONE 

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Past takes Scrooge 
forward in time, just one year after he and 
Belle are engaged. Once again at Fezziwig’s 
warehouse, everyone is enjoying the party while 
Young Scrooge is hard at work.

Sensory Moments

• When Dick says, “To see so many people 
happy,” two partygoers run onstage 
shouting from house right. 

• The lights dim and a spotlight shines on 
Scrooge and the Ghost of Christmas Past 
as they observe the partygoers. The clock 
ticks rapidly and the hour bell chimes.

YEAR THREE: COUNTING HOUSE

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Past takes Scrooge 
forward in time one more year. Young 
Scrooge is in the counting house working 
late on Christmas Eve. Belle breaks off their 
engagement and wishes Young Scrooge 
happiness.

Sensory Moments

• Scrooge’s desk, Young Scrooge and Young 
Marley appear from the trap door.

• When Belle asks Young Marley to leave, he 
exits and slams the door behind him.

• When Belle leaves, she slams the door 
behind her. 

• Young Scrooge and Scrooge’s desk 
disappear through the trap door. The lights 
dim and spotlights shine on Scrooge and 
the Ghost of Christmas Past.

BELLE’S FAMILY 

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Past shows Scrooge the 
life he could have had with Belle.

Sensory Moments

• Belle’s husband appears in a spotlight 
on house right. The stage brightens as a 
child runs onstage into the arms of Belle’s 
husband, with Belle close behind.

• When Scrooge asks the Ghost of Christmas 
Past, “Why do you torture me?” the lights 
dim. 

• When the Ghost of Christmas Past says, “In 
an instant, in a flash, gone,” the lights turn 
off quickly and Act One ends. 



ACT TWO

INTERMISSION
• House lights go up and the theater may become noisy.

• House lights will dim when Act Two begins

SCROOGE’S NIGHTMARE 

Scene Description

Fred and Belle appear and let the audience know 
that Scrooge continues to see his past as he dreams. 
Various people reappear momentarily in spotlights.

Sensory Moments

• When Belle says, “I wish you happiness in the 
life you have chosen,” the clock begins ticking 
and the hour bell chimes.

• The Ghost of Christmas Present enters through 
the window above Scrooge’s bed with loud 
music and bright lights, loudly declaring, “Merry 
Christmas!” 

CRATCHIT CHRISTMAS EVE

Scene Description

A table appears from the trap door, and the lights 
brighten to reveal the Cratchit family getting 
ready for dinner on Christmas Eve. The Ghost of 
Christmas Present tells Scrooge that if he continues 
his selfish ways, Tiny Tim will die. 

Sensory Moments

• When Peter Cratchit enters, he slams the door 
behind him.

• When Scrooge asks about Tiny Tim’s fate, the 
lights dim on the Cratchit family. 

• The stage goes dark and a single spotlight 
shines on Scrooge. Partygoers enter around 
Scrooge and the lights brighten to reveal Fred’s 
house.

FRED’S PARTY

Scene Description 

Scrooge and the Ghost of Christmas Present observe 
Fred’s party, where Fred and his guests talk and gossip 
about Scrooge in between singing and dancing.

Sensory Moments

• The lights dim and Fred’s party guests gather 
together and sing as they exit the stage. 

• The set behind them disappears through the 
trap door and comes back up to reveal the 
Ghost of Christmas Present. 

WANT AND IGNORANCE

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Present returns looking 
older and wearing withered clothes. The spirit 
reveals two children who represent humankind’s 
worst enemies, Want and Ignorance.

Sensory Moments

• The lights dim and a spotlight shines on 
Scrooge and the Ghost of Christmas Present.

• When the Ghost of Christmas Present says, 
“Look again,” the lights brighten to reveal two 
children named Want and Ignorance. Both 
children creep toward Scrooge and the Ghost 
of Christmas Present.

• The Ghost of Christmas Present and the two 
children exit through the trap door as the 
ghost’s voice echoes, “Are there no prisons? Are 
there no workhouses?” 



GHOST OF CHRISTMAS FUTURE

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Future appears. A large 
spirit cloaked in black fabric, who is silent and 
gestures to Scrooge with a ghostly hand. 

Sensory Moments 

• The lights go dark and a loud gong sounds 
just before the Ghost of Christmas Future is 
revealed.

• The hour bell chimes with the sound of crows 
calling and a quick change in lights. 

• A huge black ghost descends from the ceiling 
and a man appears from the trap door. 

TINY TIM’S FUNERAL 

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Future moves time forward 
to show Scrooge that Tiny Tim has passed away.

Sensory Moments

• The ghost disappears into the background as 
a funeral procession begins, led by the ghost 
of Tiny Tim, who sings as he enters. Tiny Tim’s 
coffin is carried across the stage. 

• The stage brightens to reveal Fred, Kitty and 
the Cratchit family. When Mrs. Cratchit reaches 
out to Kitty and says, “You are good people,” 
the Ghost of Christmas Present enters to break 
them up.

• When Old Joe enters and says, “Buy anything! 
Sell anything!” ominous sounds play in the 
background.

OLD JOE’S RAG AND BONE

Scene Description

The Ghost of Christmas Future moves time forward 
again to reveal that Scrooge himself has passed 
away. Mrs. Dilber arrives looking to sell some of 
Scrooge’s possessions. 

Sensory Moments

• When Old Joe says, “To profit us when he was 
dead,” he laughs, thunder sounds and the wind 
blows loudly.

• The stage brightens as the Cratchit family 
enters the stage. The lights dim and the  
wind blows loudly as the Cratchit family exits 
the stage.

BEAR, BULL AND SCROOGE’S FUNERAL

Scene Description

Bear and Bull enter and discuss the news 
of Scrooge’s passing. Scrooge sees his own 
gravestone and observes his funeral.

Sensory Moments

• When Bear and Bull say, “Everything has its 
price,” the stage brightens, and Want and 
Ignorance run onstage and circle around 
Scrooge.

• Bear and Bull laugh as they exit and Londoners 
enter from house left. Four other Londoners 
enter from the back of the stage holding a 
coffin. They lay it down in front of a tombstone 
that reads “Scrooge.”

• When Scrooge says, “For this is thy dominion,” 
thunder sounds and the lights flicker. A priest 
enters from house left.

• When Scrooge says, “The spirits of all three 
shall strive within me,” the wind blows loudly 
and Scrooge disappears into the darkness 
behind him.



CHRISTMAS MORNING 

Scene Description

On Christmas morning, Mrs. Dilber makes her way 
to the counting house for another day of work, 
where she and the whole town discover that 
Scrooge is a changed man.

Sensory Moments

• Mrs. Dilber enters and wakes Scrooge up. When 
Scrooge opens the windows above his bed, 
bells start ringing.

• When the set begins to rotate, carolers enter 
singing and trumpets play “Deck the Halls.”

• When the lights dim, the Cratchit family enters 
from house left singing and dancing. A door 
appears from the trap door, and Scrooge 
knocks on it as the family is singing.

• Scrooge gives Tiny Tim the water globe as 
carolers enter with the turkey. Chimes play as 
Tiny Tim shakes the water globe. It begins to 
snow as Scrooge, the Cratchit family and the 
townspeople all sing carols and music plays.

• The lights go dark and the music stops.

CURTAIN CALL
• House lights go up and the actors take their bows onstage for the curtain call.


